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PUC Mission and Reach

Electric

• PGE, PacifiCorp, 
Idaho Power

• 1,405,946 
customers

Natural Gas

• NW Natural, 
Avista, Cascade 
Natural Gas

• 772,512 customers

Telecom

• About 373 
companies

• 822,181 customers  

Water

• About 80 small 
water utilities

• 31,000 customers

Total revenue collected by these utilities is ~$4.9 billion annually

Our mission is to ensure Oregon utility customers have access to safe, 
reliable, and high-quality utility services at just and reasonable rates. 



PUC Role in Safety 
(beyond investor owned utilities)

• Electric and Communication: Inspect facilities for compliance with 
National Electrical Safety Code, PUC rules, utility inspection 
programs, and pole attachments

• Electric: Inspect for compliance with minimum vegetation 
clearance requirements

• Natural Gas: Audit records and inspect intrastate facilities to 
ensure compliance with US DOT Code of Federal Regulations

• Provide oversight of energy utility reliability and resilience 
programs (IOUs)



Emergency Management and Response

The PUC is the liaison to the Office of Emergency Management for 
Emergency Support Functions (ESF) 2 and 12. 
• ESF-2: Communications. The PUC shares this role with DAS

The PUC is working with communication utilities who provide 
service to the public. DAS focuses on state government 
communication systems.

• ESF-12: Energy. The PUC shares this responsibility with ODOE
ODOE is responsible for fuel for the state. The PUC is working 
with utilities providing natural gas and electricity.



PUC

Emergency Management and Response



Wildfires and Electric Infrastructure

The Camp Fire (2018) in California 
• 85 casualties
• Could have been prevented if line had been de-

energized.
• Investigations uncovered poor maintenance practices on 

lines and towers (this wasn’t a vegetation management 
issue)

• Utility filed for bankruptcy
• Who pays – ratepayers, stockholders?



Commission Activities

• Commissioner Tawney is championing more collaboration in the 
state regarding the intersection of wildfire risk and electric utility 
infrastructure.

• She sees wildfire risks changing with the impacts of climate 
change. Consequently, our mitigation approaches and methods 
must continually evolve. 

• The PUC sponsored a multistate “Wildfire Dialogue” to explore 
issues and concerns between utilities, state commissions, wildfire 
experts, public interest groups, etc.



Commission Actions

• The Commission hasn’t issued any orders or promulgated rules 
requiring utilities file Wildfire Mitigation Plans. The Commission 
did ask PacifiCorp and PGE to present their plans to the 
Commission in a Public Meeting.

• The Commission hasn’t been prescriptive about actions or 
approaches the IOUs have to include in their plans

• The Commission has made an effort to be present at many of the 
meetings PGE and PacifiCorp have had with counties and other 
public officials about the utility mitigation plans



Commission Inquiries

• How long has it been since the Commission last updated the 
vegetation management rules?

• Are we considering updating the rules?
• Are we going to require utilities formally file plans?
• Do we officially acknowledge or accept these plans?
• Are we going to develop standards similar to CA?
• Does the Commission agree with Public Safety Power Shut-offs?



PSPS & Emergency Planning

• Perception of insensitivity to needs of vulnerable individuals, 
families, health care facilities, etc.

• Highlighted the status of county emergency response plans
• Prompted questions about islanding, microgrids, distributed 

energy generation
• Concerns with insurance coverage – business losses not covered 

when outage is planned



Next Steps

• Waiting to see report from the Governor’s Council on Wildfire 
Response (should be filed at the time of this meeting)

• Monitoring activities in other states
• Monitoring discussions at the legislature – will any bills be 

introduced in the short session
• ?



Links:
Presentations and recordings from the West Coast Wildfire Dialogue are available at:

https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/WestCoastWildfireDialogue/

Governor’s Council on Wildfire Response:
https://www.oregon.gov/gov/policy/Pages/wildfirecouncil.aspx

PUC Contact:
Lori Koho
503-378-8225
lori.g.koho@state.or.us

https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/WestCoastWildfireDialogue/
https://www.oregon.gov/gov/policy/Pages/wildfirecouncil.aspx


Wildfire Liability
Douglas M. Kincaid

Cable Huston LLP
www.cablehuston.com  

dkincaid@cablehuston.com 
503-224-3092



Overview
• PG&E Bankruptcy

 California’s Camp Fire
 Inverse Condemnation

• Wildfire liability in Oregon
 Negligence
 Statutory Liability
 Contractual liability



Camp Fire
• Butte County, California – November 8, 

2018 to November 25, 2018

• One of deadliest and most destructive 
wildfire in U.S. history
 Burned 150,000+ acres
 Destroyed at least 18,793 structures
 Killed 85 people
 Fire personnel fighting fire was 1,065 from 

federal, state and local agencies
 Firefighting cost estimated around $100 

million





Camp Fire
• Official investigation is still ongoing

• Initial Report
 Dry conditions
 Sustained winds and gusts reaching 40 to 

50 mph 
 Main Fire – Suspension insulator 

supporting a transposition jumper 
separated from an arm on the tower.

 Second Fire – Trees fell across line

• Not an isolated incident
 PGE court filings acknowledge culpability 

for at least 18 fires
 Last week, PGE shut off service to 50,000 

customers in the Sierra foothills



PG&E Bankruptcy
• PG&E Filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy January 

2019

• PGE proposed Plan of Reorganization
 Limits payments to victims and creditors: 

 $1 billion to public entities
 $11 billion to creditors
 $8.4 billion to wildfire victims 

 Raise $14 billion by selling stock
 Participate in CA State Wildfire Fund
 Rate-neutral* 
 Honors all power purchase agreements

• $54 billion pending legal claims by individual 
plaintiffs



Criminal 
Investigation 
• No criminal charges from the Camp Fire at this point

• PG&E is already on probation 
 2010 San Bruno natural gas pipeline explosion
 Convicted of six felonies related to pipeline 

management violations
 Criminal charges would be a violation of that 

probation
 Effect of violation is not clear at this point

• Judge overseeing probation has been critical of 
PG&E
 Blocked from paying dividends 
 Ordered to comply with all applicable laws 

concerning vegetation management
 Independent oversight investigation showed that 

PG&E had not brought all lines up to required 
standards



California State 
Wildfire Fund
• Emergency legislation passed after PG&E filed for 

bankruptcy
 $21 billion fund to pay claims arising from wildfires 

caused by public improvements
 Fund acts as insurance policy

• Participation is optional
 Large initial capital contribution 
 Annual Contributions to maintain $21 billion fund
 $2.50-per-month charge on customers’ bills

• Utilities must obtain safety certification to tap into the 
fund

• Electric utilities may recover in rates the costs of 
implementing wildfire mitigation plans*



Theories of 
Liability
• California

 Inverse Condemnation*
 Negligence
 Statutory damages
 Contracts

• Oregon
 No inverse 

condemnation for 
wildfire damage*

 Negligence
 Statutory damages
 Contracts



Inverse Condemnation
• Eminent Domain

 Right of the government to appropriate private property 
for public use

 Government must pay “just compensation”
 Just compensation = fair market value for land and 

improvements
 Federal and state constitutions

• Inverse Condemnation = Government takes private 
property but fails to compensate
 Land seizure
 Flooding
 Retention of possession after a lease to the government 

expires
 Fire destruction?



California Inverse 
Condemnation
• California common law – destruction of property by fire 

is exercise of eminent domain

• Negligence has been subsumed by inverse 
condemnation

• Inverse condemnation claim = strict liability for 
wildfires

* State Wildfire Fund – Ensures that utilities do not go bankrupt 
as a result of inverse condemnation liability without lowering 
standard of liability



Oregon Inverse Condemnation
• Wildfires do not result in inverse 

condemnation liability under Oregon 
law

• No liability for damages caused by 
wildfire unless evidence 
demonstrates (ORS 477.092):
 The person was negligent AND
 The person caused or contributed to the 

wildfire. 

• Liability must be based on at least 
negligence

* This has not been tested in Oregon courts and may raise constitutional questions



Oregon Tort Claims Act
• Caps damages for claims against a public body

 $122,900 per claim 
 $614,300 to all claimants

• Who does it apply to?
 Applies to cities, municipal utilities and PUDs
 Does not apply to cooperatives, investor-owned utilities, corporations etc. 

• Damages limit applies to:
 Negligence actions
 Statutory damages

• Does not apply to:
 Claims arising from contract
 Indemnity obligations

*Applicability to wildfire damages has not been tested in court and there have 
been successful challenges to the Oregon Tort Claims Act in different contexts



Liability for Fires 
on Federal Lands
• Fires on federal lands

 Generally, federal government cannot 
sue a state or state agency (US 
Constitution 11th Amendment)

 Sovereign immunity does not bar suit 
against “lesser entities” such as a 
municipal corporation or PUD.  

• Federal government can recover fire 
abatement and property damage costs 
in its capacity as a landowner. 

• Does Oregon Tort Claims Act Apply?



Negligence
• Bottom line – A utility is liable for damages from a fire that occurs as a 

result of negligent construction, maintenance, or operation of its power lines 
and poles

• Elements
 Foreseeable risk of harm 
 Defendant owed a duty to the plaintiff
 Defendant breached duty
 Breach of the duty caused the harm
 Harm

• Standard of Care = Prudent utility practice
 Nature of electricity requires a high degree of diligence 
 Prescribed by law or regulation, e.g. vegetation management requirements (NESC)
 Industry standards and best practices are evidence of standard of care 
 Internal policies are evidence of a standard of care



Damages for Negligence
• A negligent defendant is liable for all reasonably 

foreseeable consequential damages attributable to its 
negligence. 
 Fire damages are foreseeable result of failure 

to properly construct or maintain power lines, 
utility poles, or attachments

 Generally, utility will be liable for all destruction in  
path of the fire



Sullivan v. Mountain States 
Power Co., 139 Or 282 (1932)

 Tree exposed to wind due to logging, fell on power lines 
and caught on fire. Embers blown from tree started fire 
on plaintiff’s property

 Nature of electricity requires high degree of diligence. 
 Utility must: 

 Anticipate the influence of ordinary storms on its wires and 
adjacent trees

 Construct its power lines in such a manner that they would 
not unnecessarily endanger the lives and property of others in 
such weather

 Duty to inspect – Power company was negligent where 
tree became likely to fall due to logging activities.  Power 
company should have known of the danger if it had 
exercised ordinary due diligence



Estate of Connelly v. 
Snohomish Cty. Pub. Util. 
Dist. # 1, 172 Wash App 
1018 (2012)

• Tree fell 40 feet across street 
onto high voltage lines causing 
brush fire

• Question – what is the duty 
imposed by vegetation and 
clearance requirements?

• No duty to inspect every tree 
that may come in contact with 
power lines

• Focus on clearance zone on 
either side of lines and 
obvious “danger trees” 



Keegan v. Grant Cty. Pub. Util. Dist. 
No. 2, 34 Wash App 274, 278, 661 P2d 
146, 149 (1983)

• Strong wind blew trees into power lines

• Plaintiffs contended that safety devices 
were not properly installed to stop flow of 
electricity to downed line

• Duty of care - must be commensurate 
with the danger and likelihood of serious 
accidents

• Prudent utility practice – has utility 
has conducted operations under the 
known safety methods and current best 
practices?

• The fact the requisite care is expensive 
or inconvenient does not, of itself, relieve 
the utility of its duty to exercise 
commensurate care



Statutory Damages
• Fire Protection Statutes (ORS 477) generally not applicable to 

utilities 
 “Owner” does not include utility easement
 “Operator” does not include utility poles and power lines

• Cost of protecting land within forest protection district (ORS 
477.085)
 “Any person who negligently causes a fire to be set”
 Liable for fire suppression costs incurred protecting forestland
 Applies to utilities

• Private suit for property damage (ORS 477.089)
 Liable for “economic and property damage” – depreciation in 

property value + “all other objectively verifiable monetary losses”
 Double damages if wildfire occurred as result of recklessness, 

gross negligence, willfulness or malice.

• In both cases, the basis for the suit is negligence



Contracts
• Types: Easements, Special 

Use Permits, Grants, Pole 
Attachment Agreements

• Generally
 Liability depends entirely 

on terms and the 
agreement

 Only liable to contracting 
parties 

 However, you may be 
liable for third-party 
claims pursuant to an 
indemnity provision



Federal Lands
• Special Use Permit for National Forest System Lands (36 

C.F.R. § 251.56(d))
 Needed for utility rights-of-way
 Imposes strict liability for all damage and suppression costs
 Strict liability limited to $1,000,000 per occurrence 
 Liability in excess of $1,000,000 governed by ordinary 

negligence 

• Permit for BLM Lands (43 CFR § 2807.12)
 Necessary for power lines
 Imposes strict liability for all damages and suppression costs
 Includes abatement costs
 Strict liability limited to $2,000,000
 Liability in excess of $2,000,000 governed by ordinary 

negligence 



Joint Use – Statutory Duties
• Duties of Owner

 An owner must immediately correct violations that pose imminent danger to life or 
property. OAR 860-028-0115

 Vegetation around communications lines must not pose a foreseeable danger to the 
pole and electric supply operators’ facilities. OAR 860-028-0115

• Duties of occupants
 Repair, disconnect, or otherwise correct any violation associated with their 

attachment that poses an imminent danger to life or property immediately after 
discovery. OAR 860-028-0120

 Upon pole owner’s notification of violation, occupant must correct the violation 
within 180 days, or less if the violation poses a significant safety risk 

 Vegetation around communications lines must not pose a foreseeable danger to the 
pole and electric supply operators’ facilities.

• Statutory duties are typically reflected in Pole Attachment Agreement



Pole Attachment 
Agreements
• Owner and occupants must execute contracts 

establishing terms of pole use

• Key functions
 Allocates liability
 Indemnification
 Allocates maintenance and reporting 

responsibilities
 Insurance requirements
 Applicable safety standards

• Owner is primarily responsible for inspections and 
maintaining safety
 Occupant generally only required to maintain its 

own facilities
 Owner usually operates electrical lines
 Obligation to maintain safety ultimately falls on 

the owner



Pole Attachment 
Agreements
• Indemnity

 Typical Language – Occupant shall indemnify owner from all 
claims and damages “arising out of, or in any way connected with 
any act, omission, fault or negligence” of the occupant

 Strict liability – if occupant causes fire then the occupant is liable
 Typically one sided – owner does not agree to indemnify occupant

• Indemnity obligation is only as effective as the occupant’s 
ability to pay
 If fire damage exceeds occupant’s ability to pay, owner is stuck 

with the bill
 Insurance is important, but no insurance policy will cover damages 

from large fire



Key Takeaways
• Primary avenues for liability in Oregon:

 Negligence
 Statutory damages*
 Contracts

• Potential Liability
 No established inverse condemnation liability for wildfires in Oregon – primary 

driver of PG&E Bankruptcy CA
 Oregon tort claims act is a huge safe harbor for municipal utilities and PUDs with 

respect to negligence claims and statutory damages
 Cooperatives and investor owned utilities have greater risk of liability from private 

damages claims



Key Takeaways
• How to meet standard of care

 Prudent utility practice, not inspection of every tree and pole
 Adhere to applicable safety standards
 Execution of Wildfire Mitigation Plan

• Pole Attachment Agreements
 Carefully assess terms allocating liability
 Do you have a duty to indemnify?
 Ultimately, owners have duty to inspect and maintain poles vegetation
 Electric utilities are generally responsible due to the inherent dangers of electricity



Thank you!



PGE’s 2019 
Wildfire Mitigation 
Plan
JD Podlesnik, Director, Utility 
Programs, Design & Construction

October 2019



WHO WE ARE

 Established in 1889 
 Nearly 900,000 

customers 
 Serving 50% of all 

Oregonians; 75% of 
commercial/industrial 
activity

 Vertically integrated:
o 17 generation facilities
o 30,000 miles of 

transmission 
and distribution lines

o 180 substations
 4,000+ employees and 

contractors
42
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 Ensure public safety

 Act with urgency to mitigate risk of wildfire ignitions

 Collaborate with energy partners, agencies, counties, local 
governments, communities and customers

 Utilize systematic, risk-based approach, to identify and prioritize 
system hardening 

PGE’s key principles for wildfire 
mitigation

43



Components of PGE’s initial wildfire 
mitigation plan

Plan focuses on seven key areas identified through our best-
practices assessment:
 Modeling and assessment of fire risk
 Design and construction modifications
 Inspection and maintenance enhancements
in high fire risk areas
 Operational practices
 Situational and conditional awareness
 Preparedness, response and recovery
 Communication and outreach

44Portland General Electric

Collaboration   |    Mitigation |    Response



Stakeholder collaboration, learning 
and coordination
National
 Edison Electric Institute (PGE CEO Maria Pope Co-Chairs Utility Taskforce) 
 Wildfire Workshop (hosted by PGE)

Regional
 Western Energy Institute (WEI)
 Learnings from the California utilities (Wildfire Technology Summit) 
 Coordination meetings with the United States Forest Service and Northwest Interagency 

Coordination Center

Local 
 Coordination with Pacific Power and Bonneville Power Administration
 Local government meetings (two dozen meetings to date)

oFire season preparedness and response
oShared updated dispatch and contact numbers

45Portland General Electric
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Approach
Phase 1:  Initial fire risk assessment 
framework – Complete
 Leveraged approach developed by CA-

based electric utilities 
 Identified Elevated (Tier 2) and Extreme 

(Tier 3) Fire Risk Areas using publicly-
available data to inform initial mitigation 
planning and actions

Phase 2:  Fire risk assessment 
model – On-going
 Enhance existing framework for assessing 

fire risk, including investigation of additional 
modeling and integrating fire risk into overall 
asset management framework 
 Conduct fire mitigation projects and system 

hardening
 Continue collaboration and mitigation 

strategies

Initial fire risk assessment model and risk evaluation
Phase 1:  Initial fire risk assessment results

Portland General Electric

 Overhead transmission circuit miles
o 34 miles (2% of total circuit miles) in Tier 3
o 66 miles (4% of total circuit miles) in Tier 2

 Overhead distribution circuit miles
o 1 mile (0.01% of total circuit miles) in Tier 3
o 99 miles (1% of total circuit miles) in Tier 2



47Portland General Electric

Zoomed in map of assessment area



Ongoing Work in 2019

48Portland General Electric

 Communication outreach and coordination

 Line patrols and pole inspections / corrections
o Aerial patrols
o Detailed wildfire inspection ground patrols

 New operational procedures
o Reduced reclosing on protection equipment
o Additional line patrols in high risk areas when 

there has been a fault



Ongoing Work in 2019 (continued)

49Portland General Electric

 Vegetation advanced wildfire risk reduction
o Annual inspections
o Enhanced trim specifications and vegetation 

control techniques
o Increased removal rates

 Started remote sensing project ~ LiDAR, 
hyperspectral imaging & orthoimagery
o Data about vegetation species, density and 

T&D infrastructure
 Additional fire suppression equipment and field 

work practices



New Situational 
Awareness Tools

50Portland General Electric

 Wildfire threat notifications

 Red flag warning notifications

 Daily fire danger briefings



New Situational Awareness Tools (continued)

51Portland General Electric

 High fire risk areas added as a 

GIS layer in mapping

 Lightning strikes visible to 

operators

 Looking to add HD detection 

cameras

x



Longer-term plan items
 Continue to develop and advance fire risk assessment model and 

evaluate public safety power shutoffs ~ ongoing

 Continue to review and develop real time situational awareness tools  

 Utilize systematic risk evaluation approach to develop appropriate 
system hardening programs in high fire risk areas including:  
oNon-expulsion fuses
oCovered conductors and conductor replacement
oFiberglass crossarms
oUndergrounding overhead conductor
oWood pole alternatives such as steel for transmission and ductile iron for 

distribution
oAdditional protection and control devices

52Portland General Electric



Thank you
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2019 Oregon Joint 
Use Association 
Annual Meeting

Tim Holschbach, Fire Prevention & Policy Manager, ODF



Perspectives on Wildfire 
Mitigation

• Statistics, trends and severity

• State of Oregon policies on wildfire and mitigation

• Fire season restrictions and designations

• Best practices and collaboration



Wildfire Protection in Oregon



ODF Protected Lands
Average Acres Burned by Decade



Oregon Statewide – All Agencies
Average Acres Burned by Decade



2019 Year To Date
Fires Acres

Lightning 284 1,505

Human 620 15,336

Total 904 16,841

Last Year (2018 YTD)

Lightning 218 48,728

Human 687 26,867

Total 905 75,595

10 Year Average (2009-2018 YTD)

Lightning 251 30,507

Human 579 9,650

Total 830 40,157

2019 vs 10 Year Average

• 9% more total fires than average
• 7% more human fires
• 59% more human acres
• 95% less lightning acres
• Overall, 58% less acres burned 

than our 10-yr average

2019 vs Last Year

• total fires near equal
• 10% less human fires
• 30% more lightning fires
• 43% less human acres
• 97% less lightning acres
• 78% less total acres burned

than this time last year

Fire Stats 9/19/19 97%
fires kept at

10 acres or less



Powerline Fire Data



Powerline Fire Data



Powerline Fire Data



Policies on wildfire
• ORS 477.005 (1) – Policy

– The preservation of the forests and the conservation of the forest 
resources through the prevention and suppression of forest fires 
hereby are declared to be the public policy of the State of Oregon.

• ORS 477.064 – Uncontrolled fire declared a nuisance
– Any fire on any forestland in Oregon burning uncontrolled or without 

proper action being taken to prevent its spread, notwithstanding its 
origin, is declared a public nuisance by reason of its menace to life, 
forest resources or property. The spread of fire in forestland across an 
ownership boundary is prima facie evidence of fire burning 
uncontrolled. 

• Legislative Key Performance Measure – 98% of fires held at 10 acres or 
less.



Policies on wildfire
• ORS 477.365 – Duties and powers of wardens

– 1. Under instructions from the forester as to their exercise of state authority, all wardens shall:
• (a) Take proper steps for the prevention and extinguishment of fires within the localities in 

which they exercise their functions.
• (e) Enter upon the lands of any owner only in the discharge of their fire prevention and 

suppression duties, provided that in so entering they exercise due care to avoid doing 
damage.

• (f) Investigate the causes of fires and may secure a fire origin area, at any time, for the 
purpose of preserving evidence and conducting an investigation pertinent to this chapter and 
control, restrict or prohibit access by any unauthorized person so long as is reasonably 
necessary in the judgment of the warden.



Fire Season

• Established by written proclamation         
• Determined District by District
• Arrives Mid May – LATE June
• Ends Mid to late fall.
• Authorized by The State Forester



Fire Season: Criteria

• Three components are reviewed to determine if conditions of 
fire hazard exist:

• Fuel moisture
• Weather conditions
• Ignition potential



ODF Significant Fire
Potential – modified NFDRS

https://apps.odf.oregon.gov/SignificantFirePotential/

CURRENT CONDITIONS

• Historical Weather
Temp, RH, Wind, etc.

• Historical Fires
Date, Size, Cost, Location

• Fuel Model, Topography, 
Climate Class

ERC:  Energy Release Component
Available energy at the head of the fire (BTU/ft2) 

SC: Spread Component
Rating of the forward rate of spread(Ft/Min)

BI: Burning Index
Difficulty of control of fire
Combination of ERC & SC

IC: Ignition Component
Probability that a firebrand will cause a fire 
requiring suppression

https://apps.odf.oregon.gov/SignificantFirePotential/
https://apps.odf.oregon.gov/SignificantFirePotential/


Fire Season: Restrictions
Public Use Restrictions

• Homeowners
• Recreational and other public forest 

use activities
• Regulated Use, Permit Entry and 

Absolute Closure

Industrial Fire Precaution Levels (IFPL)

• Logging
• Commercial Activities
• Tied to PDM
• Industrial Fire Precaution Levels (IFPL)
• Fire Danger Restrictions



Fire Season: Public Use Restrictions

• Public Closure Examples
– Campfires
– Smoking
– Fireworks
– Non industrial power saw use
– Off road driving
– Mowing dry, cured grass

Note: These “local” restrictions are in addition to fire season restrictions.



Fire Season: IFPL

• Industrial Fire Requirements
– Firefighting tools
– Water supply
– Spark arresters
– Operation Area Prevention
– Firewatch Service
– IFPL Closures

300 Gallons



Fire Season: IFPL

• Fire Season begins with IFPL 1

• IFPL increases/decreases with fire danger

• Waiver process takes into account site specific conditions



Fire Season: IFPL Closure types

• IFPL I: FIRE SEASON
Fire Precaution Requirements in effect. Fire tools, water supply, spark arresters and 
Firewatch service in place. No Smoking or use of fuse and caps.

• IFPL II: LIMITED SHUTDOWN
Some activities are prohibited after 1:00 p.m.

• IFPL III: RESTRICTED SHUTDOWN
Shutdown at 1:00 p.m. Some activities are prohibited entirely.

• IFPL IV: COMPLETE SHUTDOWN
Complete shutdown of operation.



Mitigation and Collaboration

42

• Follow PUC clearance guidelines.
• Communicate with local ODF office to ensure mitigation work 

is in compliance with any restrictions.
• Early detection critical to success

– Dispatch center coordination of fault notifications
– Joint use of infrastructure



Early Detection

74F



Chetco Bar Fire - CFPA
Stukel Fire (Klamath)

RESOURCES: DETECTION, RECONNAISSANCE
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